
 
 
 
ECA Owners Forum COVID Discussion Meeting - Notes 
May 20th (2:30pm – 4pm) 
Meeting Chairs:  Chris Wright & Cheryl Plante:  EPSB 
LT Members: Andrew Sharman, Tracy Allen, Jesse Banford, Peter Jonkman, Chris Wright 
 
 
***Meeting Notes are in “Blue” 

 

Welcome          2:30pm 

 
Brief Introductions         2:35pm 

 
ECA Update – Matt Schellenberger & Derek Ciezki     2:45pm 

 
Chairs Led Discussion         2:50pm 
 
 
Topics 
 
1)  
 
- Risk: Risk Management, Ownership and Sharing 
- Contract Language:  Contract Adjustment or Changes, Alternative Contract Language, CCDC   
 
 
Jesse Banford:  No formula on how to do this, everyone is learning as they go.  AJIRT (INFO ATTACHED) 
has provided some clarity related to “Risk”.  Major public owners are also meeting to ensure we have a 
collective response.  Proceed arm in arm – ownership and sharing of risk is important.  What’s the right 
type of contract?  Not one formula fits all.   
 
Tracy Allen: Many unknowns – discussion include different ministry approaches and how best to align 
them.  What can be defendable, what’s clear, what helps to get the projects over the finish line. 

Cathy Miles:  how will insurance contracts respond?  Could face cessation or delay of work, specific 
permission clauses.  Will your insurance cover that?  What about termination related to funding?  
Important to understand the terms and conditions.   



Eddo Cancian:  Driven by clients.  Manage safety and security of staff.  Manage cash flow related to 
health and our partners has become challenging.  No benchmark.  Looking for phase 1 to give a new 
level.   
 
Greg Burghardt:  The Owner benefits from the construction.  COVID as an “act of god” – should be an 
Owner risk.  Owners can get undo benefit from the risk when pushed down.  Could drive contractors out 
of business.  Could have a general negative effect on the industry.   
 Jesse Response:  Where does the risk sit?  Always a challenge.  CoE doing their best to be 
 collaborative.  2 buckets (contracts let, and contracts yet to be tendered).  How do we move 
 current contracts forward?  Relaxing a schedule is a possibility, but also impacts budget.  
 Demobilization or remobilization.  Can be positive on some projects (related to congestion or 
 noise, etc.).  We can find efficiency.  New habits being created will be sustained. 

 
Andrew Sharman:  No blank cheque.  Split in-process projects and those we’re going to tender.  All the 
risk on one party is not reasonable.  There must be give and take.  If supply chain is weak, do we delay or 
cancel?  If it’s pushed on the owner, then the money won’t flow.  Much earlier project certainty for all 
stakeholders is crucial.   

Erin Bird: Willing to have discourse on projects.  Must be transparent and open book for all parties.  
Impacts need to be understood by all parties.  Opportunity for IPD or integrated project teams.  
Understanding from all parties is vital to risk sharing.  Defining a cash allowance in the bid for COVID 
related items? 
 
Ian Morgan:  Idea: an open distributable ledger, that is tied to an accurate bill of quantities for the 
project, allows risk to be transparent.  If there are known risks, they can be tracked through a risk 
register. 

 
2)  
 
- Procurement & Tendering:  Delivery Models, Adjustments, Best Models 
- Timelines & Schedules: Collaboration with Project Stakeholders, Timeline Adjustments, Schedule 
 
 
Jesse Banford: Difficult to blanket one model across all projects.  Is it class 1 (smaller) or class 5 (larger)?  
Different model for a certain project. 
 
Derek Ciezki:  Commonality across different owners would be helpful.  COVID affects time or cost.  
Adjudication panel led by ARHCA has been a good step – could perhaps to mimicked with other owners.  
Also, the number of projects being released for both design and construction is high, perhaps look at 
extending these RFP and tender periods given the time it takes to get responses from clients. 
 
Stephen Prendiville:  Work on “industry standard” related to COVID – tender on a new contract type.  
Industry can typically bid to a standard.  Is there any work starting to happen in that way?  To encourage 
tendering on that basis.   



 
Greg Burghardt:  Describe process and price “per diem” etc.  then apply durations 
 
Andrew:  Do we need to expand timelines for tenders?  What are we missing?  
  
 Derek response:  Stable funding, right procurement, not drawn out.  Award/selection time could 
 be accelerated.   
 
Peter Osbourne:  Standardized protocols from the Canadian Construction Association do exist – can be 
placed in tenders.  There has been a general decrease in productivity due to COVID.  Time periods for 
tenders being extended would be helpful.   
 
Jesse Banford:  ECA / CCA:  Provide the Pandemic Document to industry.  Positive and negative risks – 
how can positive risk be shared.   
 
 
- Alternate Models: “Trust but Verify” Model 
- Funding: Alternative Funding Approaches, Securing Funding 
- Competition for Resources:  Access to materials and resources 
 
3)  
 
- Health and Safety:  Required adjustments 
- Managing Staff: Remote Working, Mental Health, Leveraging Technology 
- Lessons Learned: Best Practices 
 
 
Jamey: Access to site has changed, re: questions and testing.  Safe work practice procedures for physical 
distancing – though many trades need to breach that rule, therefore PPE required.  Requires time and 
money, impacts productivity.  No trades on site until a work safe procedure is approved.  No 
congregating people into a trailer for lunch or site meetings.  Extra space required.  Elevator access, etc.  
This all impacts schedule and productivity.   
 
Jeff Sterling:  Inspection, large walkthroughs, etc. also impacted.  Productivity impacted.  Supply chain 
issues are also growing.  The long-term impact is unclear.  Need to plan for the project lifecycle, beware 
of a second wave.  Productivity a major concern.   
 
Erin Bird:  Learning session for City of Calgary upcoming.  Related to site visits.  Use photos or interactive 
video for pre-tender meetings.  Scheduling for proponents and individual site visits.  Revised health and 
safety plans.  What can the City expect to see from different contractors?  Understanding of a struggle 
related to cashflow.  Release of holdbacks where possible.  Providing options for bonding – be flexible 
and provide strong education to staff. 
 
Crystal Plante:  EPSB working on a best practices document from their sites, including all IPD sites.  



Ensure that pre-qualified trade partners understand all the guidelines. 
 
Chris Wright: Work safe plans do keep shifting – tricky when its owner-lead.  Needs to pivot quickly.   
 
Peter Jonkman:  Guideline and rigor are different based on the site you’re on.  Should industry have 
more freedom to create proper procedures – allows them to creatively solve problems (once a standard 
is set).  How can this be done without adding agency cost?  
 
 
- Future Work:  Advocacy, Collaboration 
 
 
Stephen Prendiville:    How can we accelerate spending so that we can deploy money quickly.  
Assurance-type model proposition.  A live verification model.  (DETAILS ATTACHED) 

Chris Wright:  Projects must be shovel ready.   

 
 
Next Steps          3:50pm 

 
Concluding Remarks         3:55pm 
 
 
Matt Schellenberger:  Video and notes of meeting will be shared.  Owners Forum LT will be consulted on 
next steps.  Next Owners Forum meeting scheduled for July 9th (details to come).   

 


